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Professional Experience

Design is in the details...
...and centered on integrity of process. My depth and breadth of experience allows me to solve problems efficiently.
My discernment allows me to be decisive, while my focus on the big picture enables me to act appropriately. My
observational skills paired with my experience has keenly honed my process, ultimately helping companies capitalize
on best-practices while avoiding pitfalls. I have stong relationships with global contract manufacturers and ODM’s so
I can match my clients needs with the best partner.

CEO and Co-Founder

October 2015 - Present
Axon Partners
axon-partners.com

VP of Product Design and Manufacturing
December 2012- October 2015
Automatic Labs Inc.
automatic.com

Project Highlights
I have contributed to over 250 distinct projects with roles including:

Design research and product definition, product design schematics and industrial design support, three-dimensional surface

development and design-for-manufacture, vendor liaison and manufacturing ramp, V&V and manufacturing test and assembly
fixturing; project management and resource management; operating a small business including sales, financial planning, website
and brand development.
Selection of projects include: consumer, medical grade laser hair removal system; multiple mice and other computing input
devices; multiple portable gaming devices; lance for diabetes glucose monitor; HID module for MP3 player; disposable stent
crimper; line of rack-mount server bezels; next-generation newspaper rack; video magnifier for visually impaired....

Design Consultant (sole-proprietor)
December 2003 - October 2015

Director of Mechanical Design
Sept 2010 - November 2012
Design SHIFT, Inc.
shift-ltd.com

Director of Engineering / Vice-President

Design Process Approach

Specific Skills and Resources

An core objective in my process is to hold true to the ID
concept while maintaining realistic expectations about
the product engineering and manufacturing techniques.
I revel in finding the hidden solutions and the resulting
sense of inevitability that comes from it. Appropriateness
of effort is ever-present, whether the need is budgetary,
timeframe or role. “People centered design” is key to
my process: from the management and design team,
to the manufacturers and assemblers to the end user.
Understanding all of them is integral to successful design.

• Project management including budgets, resource
management and vendor liaison
• CM/ODM management (plus pre-vetted suppliers)
• Access to ID, EE, FW, SW and EPM resources
• Conceptual engineering design theory and ability to
communicate ideas clearly including strong sketching
skills
• Surface modeling of Class-A surfaces
• Design for Manufacture and Assembly/Disassembly
including tool design
• Working as part of an efficient, results driven team

I am a self-starter.
I facilitate group interactions.
I manage expectations.
I discern purpose from chaos.
I communicate clearly.
I sketch ideas with intention.
I balance opposing factors.
I am a leader.
I bring focus to other people’s ideas.
I encourage other people’s success.
I transfer skills and knowledge readily to others.

April 1994 - December 2003
Praxis Product Design, Inc.
praxisdesign.com

Designer / Partner
January 1992 - April 1994

Praxis Design Associates
praxisdesign.com
___________________________________________
Post-Graduate work toward a
Master of Arts in Industrial Arts
(Thesis incomplete)
January 1991 - December 1992

CAD
• Pro/Engineer (expert user since 1992)
• Solidworks (expert user since 2005)
• Precision, complex surface modeling (specializing in
Class-A quality for manfacturability)
• Solid modeling including intricate, robust detailed
models for manufacturing
• Complex assemblies based on a master model method

San Francisco State University
Bachelor of Arts in Architecture
January 1988 - June 1990

University of California, Berkeley
References available on request
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consumer product - duration: 10 months
research
engineering direction
product design

DESIGN
RESEARCH

materials,
processses
and part
breakout
studies

3

PRODUCT
DEFINITION

define
product
requirements
documents

INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN SUPPORT

color chip,
finish samples,
graphics
control

mp3 player

3D SURFACE
DEVELOPMENT

3d master
model

3d master
model

consumer product - duration: 4 months
product design
*project with moto development group

children’s toothbrush line

consumer product - duration: 9 months
research
engineering direction
product design

DESIGN FOR
MANUFACTURE

optimization for
high volume

PRODUCT
TESTING

complete
product
reliability
testing

tolerance
analysis
miniaturization

user
observations

re-frame
product spec

materials,
processses
and part
breakout
studies

internal comp
packaging

3d master
model

assembly line
layout and
validation,
in-line test, QA
criteria

life cycle tool design
testing
review, first
article review

drive assembly
fixture design
and facbrication

hand-off to oral-b for
mass production

compliance
life cycle &
endurance

laser hair removal system

consumer product - duration: 38 months

project management
engineering direction
product design

engineering
schematics

3d master
model

ASSEMBLY LINE
OVERSIGHT

tool design
review, first
article review

gps handheld

industrial product - duration: 20 months
research
project management
engineering direction
product design

MANUFACTURING
LIAISON

compliance
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Automatic Labs

car monitoring system

consumer product - duration: 20 months
project management, engineering direction, product design,
manufacturing coordination, logistics

Began working with the founders as employee number 6. I handled the entire product
design process including managing external and internal resources, from development
through manufacturing coordination. This extended to product certification, reliability
testing, contract negotiations and logistics. During my tenure we released two products;
the initial was Bluetooth based, the second cellular connected.
With the help of an outside designer, with the goal to minimize waste
found in consumer products, we designed the retail box to transform in
to a drinking cup after unboxing.
My role was both tactical (designer and manager)
but also strategic in planning the device roadmap
and making high level decisions about feature set.
Automatic Labs is now a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Sirius XM Radio.

Ember Technologies

travel mug, ceramic mug and charging base

consumer product - duration: 18 months
product design, manufacturing test guru

Ember’s line of products control the temperature of liquids,
managed by the preferences you set in your smart phone.
I helped them finalized the mechanical part design prior to
tooling, set up the production line fixtures, and define and
implement the production test software and protocol.

I am now their de-facto manufacturing test and
general assembly process expert, including
writing the specifications and ensuring QA
standards are enforced at the factory.
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Tria Beauty

Tria Laser Hair Removal System
laser hair removal system

consumer product - duration: 38 months
project management, engineering direction, product design

Squeezing a clinically effective product into a consumer
product was no easy task. Combining an innovative
technology team at Tria with my expertise in productization
yielded an efficient handpiece assembly and ultimately
a successful product. I helped them with R&D, product
design, validation process and supported the FDA 510(k)
compliance process and formal submission, as well as other
regulatory compliance.
Extensive and precise assembly fixtures were
implemented to assure optimum performance of
the light engine.
A number of auxiliary products and accessories were
designed to fit visually within the product family.
Pictured is a skin sensor device that is used to unlock
the handpiece to meet FDA eye safety regulations.

From day one this product had to be designed to comply with
the requirements of FDA’s 510(k) process. Materials, processes,
choosing a suitable manufacturing site and identifying the lab
testing that would need to be completed were central to the
effort. This product complied with all of these requirements
but eventually was shelved prior to submitting for FDA’s
confirmation. I even oversaw the certification of the assembly
line to meet the appropriate regulatory needs.
Designed as an adjunct device to our client’s
app, this low-cost Bluetooth thermometer
easily paired with any phone to report patient
temperature. App wireframes were also part
of the scope to ensure visual continuity.

Confidential Client

Bluetoodh Thermometer
patient thermometer

consumer medical product - duration: 9 months
product design
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Jawbone
UP24

wearable and development platform
consumer product - duration: 8 months
engineering, product design

Jawbone leaned on me heavily during their
research and development process. We first built
a development platform device that was deployed
in the filed. This was used to test out ideas for
incorporating sensors, collecting vital data, and
refining firmware well ahead of production devices.

I also helped them to productize this 2nd
generation device and coordinate the process
with the contract manufacturer.

Nike

Sportswatch GPS
wearable

consumer product - duration: 9 months
product design

Nike was having manufacturing issues resulting in yield loss
with their Sportswatch GPS. They were also looking to reduce
their overall cost. I was engaged to evaluate the existing
design and suggest cost down opportunities. Ultimately we
were able to reduce their cost by over 12% by identifying
alternate processes and vendors. This effort also led to another
confidential wearable device that never went to market.
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Teenage Engineering

OP-Z, OR-1, and Project H, plus ongoing confidential projects
digital synthesizers and accessories

consumer products - duration: 3 years
engineering, product design, project management, manufacturing coordination

Teenage Engineering is already well respected in the prosumer audio industry for the innovative digital synthesizers,
mixing playful engaging graphics with clean design and
high performance audio tools. I am their trusted resource
for mechanical design problem solving, manufacturing
liaison, and overall product strategy. This image is of OP-Z,
their 2nd flagship portable digital synthesizer.

I helped them migrate a few
existing designs to a new contract
manufacturer and assist in achieving
competitive prices.
Project H was collaboration with Raventech
/ Baidu to create a smart speaker for the
Chinese market. It uses voice control to
connects directly to Baidu’s commerce
engine. It has a capacative touch top surface
with an LED array. I spent time with the
manufacturer doing DFM, tooling design,
material selection and first article review.

Aether entered the WiFi speaker market with a unique
conical form factor and speaker grille that rotated to control
the volume. This design was very difficult to both meet the
industrial design requirements and keep the part design
cost effective. We helped bridge the gap between the
industrial design vision and the engineers and manufacturer
to make it a functional yet beautiful product.

Aether
Cone

wifi speaker

consumer product - duration: 6 months
engineering, product design
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Microsoft
Zune 2 - HID button assembly
mp3 player

consumer product - duration: 4 months
product design (project with Moto Development Group)

The key design problem was to make a capacitive, multi-directional
interface pad with tactile feedback for all four directions pressed (up,
down, left, right) as well as the center button, with only a single dome
switch. The entire stackup from inside shell to the back of the HID
assembly was restricted to just under 2mm.
Given the tight assembly space, thorough tolerance
analyses (mainly in the z-axis) were essential and
discussions with vendors critical to ensuring compliance.
It was a substantial task to collaborate with the contract
manufacturer to get this design in to mass production.
The solution had to work for both size
Zune’s requiring extensive collaboration
between the design team members to track
fundamental and minor design changes.

Vizio

Multiple Projects

consumer product - produced by multiple divisions at Foxconn / Wistron /
Quanta
research, engineering direction, product design, ODM and factory oversight

Vizio’s mission statement focuses on bringing technology to
the masses without compromising quality. Under this charge,
driving an ODM to follow best practices is challenging. I pride
myself in being skillful in creating respectful relationships with
Asian suppliers to deliver quality products.
Extensive internal component configurations were explored and the
complex internal component stack required detailed thermal analysis and
heat spreading to attain safe surface temperatures for consumers.
I defined extensive product reliability tests that were
implemented by the ODM. Free-fall drop, environmental cycling
and connector stress testing were just a few that demonstrated
the importance of thorough testing. This required extensive onsite involvement at both the ODM design centers in Taiwan and
the manufacturing plants in China . Hundreds of days per year
were spent in Taiwan and China managing this process.

Android based devices
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Oral-B

Stages Toothbrush Line

children’s toothbrush line for different ages
consumer - duration: 9 months
research, engineering direction, product design

How do you get your child to brush his teeth? At different stages of their
development they have unique ways of expressing their toothbrush needs
and our research paired with Oral-B’s clinical expertise yielded a product that
has sold worldwide with great success.
Industrial design called for organic forms that would be comfortable to
hold, which presented challenges to generate the surfaces. Oral-B’s multicavity manufacturing process required the surfaces to be extremely precise
and smooth, requiring my expertise in surface development.
A comprehensive user-research study was conducted
in people’s home, observing a child’s behavior
that guided us to key factors to reduce the child’s
resistance to brushing his teeth.

Trimble Navigation
Geo XT Explorer

gps handheld

industrial product - duration: 20 months
research, project management, engineering direction, product design

We innovated in this industry by making the front bezel
removable to allow replacement of the touchscreen. Given
the heavy use of the product the touchscreen wears out well
before the product fails. This design eliminates the need for the
customer to ship the product back to the factory for service.
Extensive internal component configurations were
explored and the complex internal component
stack required detailed tolerance analyses.
Sealing the perimeter from water, oil and dirt
intrusion was a central issue throughout the
design process. The primary seal at the parting
line was extremely challenging due to it’s
overall size and stiffness; the removable bezel
also required a very robust seal.

